Explore Efficient Local Features from RGB-D Data for One-Shot Learning Gesture Recognition.
Availability of handy RGB-D sensors has brought about a surge of gesture recognition research and applications. Among various approaches, one shot learning approach is advantageous because it requires minimum amount of data. Here, we provide a thorough review about one-shot learning gesture recognition from RGB-D data and propose a novel spatiotemporal feature extracted from RGB-D data, namely mixed features around sparse keypoints (MFSK). In the review, we analyze the challenges that we are facing, and point out some future research directions which may enlighten researchers in this field. The proposed MFSK feature is robust and invariant to scale, rotation and partial occlusions. To alleviate the insufficiency of one shot training samples, we augment the training samples by artificially synthesizing versions of various temporal scales, which is beneficial for coping with gestures performed at varying speed. We evaluate the proposed method on the Chalearn gesture dataset (CGD). The results show that our approach outperforms all currently published approaches on the challenging data of CGD, such as translated, scaled and occluded subsets. When applied to the RGB-D datasets that are not one-shot (e.g., the Cornell Activity Dataset-60 and MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset), the proposed feature also produces very promising results under leave-one-out cross validation or one-shot learning.